Evolutionary aspects of some neuropeptides.
The study of biologically active peptides is a study of structural homology and functional diversity. Some fundamental peptide structures used as chemical messengers by simple organisms were evidently maintained throughout evolution with little change. In higher organisms these structures may still be used for functions related to the original use as well as for very different purposes. Examples are given of the multifunctional roles of common peptides and of the mechanisms by means of which these functions are separated and regulated. The active core of ACTH appears to be used as a signal in regulation of reproduction throughout the range of eukaryotes and also appears in a baffling range of other important proteins. The ubiquitous nature of this peptide sequence suggests that it plays a universal role in recognition or activation of specific receptors. Peptides used in lower species as hormones or chemical defense substances play an important role in research as presagers of the discovery of corresponding mammalian peptides.